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Brad gave a hand getting all the ratchet
straps lubed up as well as giving Josh a
hand on the Buda as well as pitching in
wherever he was needed.

Well we had a good crew, pretty much
our dependable regulars. Brad B., Cal C.,
Joshua C., myself and John P.

I worked on some weeding around the
plane as we try to keep our area tidy. It
makes it look better when there are no
tumbleweeds running around.

reetings and hello from the Air
America Foundation. In case
you missed my last weather report, It is still hot. I wish the C123 was air
conditioned.

We worked around the aircraft doing a
few misc. tasks. Joshua was painting the
tug where Lyle left off this spring. Touching up all the little scrapes and spots.
Cal continued working on the isolation of
the hydraulic system. He was assisted on
this by myself and John. We think we know
where the leak is finally, but we have to
rebuild a valve now. Once that is done,
we will have a definitive diagnosis.
John P. was back in town after a long absence and we are happy to have him back.
We are pleased to have our official secretary back at the ranch.
John spent his time on the C123 batteries
getting everything cleaned up as the terminals were getting corroded. We need
to have them in good shape as we cannot
open the ramp without them. We will need
to replace them soon, but they are holding
their charge for now.

We had our usual lunch at Kelsey’s in Port
St. John. The food is tasty and the service
is good. The sweet tea, diet coke and water
flows often and we have time to relax, chat
and have fun. We have a good core group
of guys and I always enjoy my Saturdays
at the C123.
If you are in the area, feel free to stop by.
You can access the airport off US 1 via
Golden Knights Blvd. Hang a left at the
first intersection and keep going around
the airport until you get to the mosquito
control grounds. You can’t miss it as there
is a 4 foot long mosquito out front.
Take the next right turn and go until you
see the C123. It is kind of hard to miss as
it is the largest mobile thing at the airport.
Come to the fence or honk, and we will
get you on the grounds.
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Tomorrow is a regular work day at the
C123, but I can tell you due to the heat,
we are not going to be working too hard.
Lots of chatting, making plans and mini
projects. We will probably be running the
tug and the forklift and filling them up with
fuel.

Josh Conti - AKA “The New Guy”
Painting on the Buda Tug.

I would like to say hi to our new guy Josh
as he just found out his upcoming second
child will be a little girl. He is going to be a
bit unbearable to be around as he is still in
the clouds, but we wish all the best. Actually I am just picking on him. Congratulations Josh, I am sure she will be beautiful.
(they will let anyone be parents - yeesh!)
just kidding!
Not much else to report. Hopefully we will
get some cooler weather soon and we can
finally start to get some real work done.
We appreciate all of our volunteers who
come out each week to give us a hand. It
really means a lot that they give up family
time to come and hang out with us, get
their hands dirty and help keep this project
alive.
If you would like to become a part of this,
just stop out. We can certainly put you to
work and find a job for you to do. No
real expericne needed. I am still learing
something new every Saturday. If I can
do it anyone can.
Thanks to Brad for the Jim Ryhne story.
Well I guess that is it for now, see you all
soon.
Historically Yours,

Got an idea?
Let us know!

Got a question?
Ask us!

www.airamfoundation.org

Brad on maintenence duty. We have to keep terminals
clean and keep ratchet straps lubed and ready to use.
This is an ever ongoing thankless task, well until now.
Thanks Brad!
Cal getting up close and personal with 674. Otherwise
known as looking up her skirt.
Actually, he is looking for the hydraulic leak that has
been plaguing us.

I am a big fan of
The Air America Foundation!

Cal still chasing leaks! Yikes. On the C123 all the
hydraulic fluid is controlled in one spot through one
system, so It is kind of mportant we have it working.

John P. on battery detail. John got the terminals all cleaned
up and shiny. Now we can really get those suckers
charged up.
John is great at those little detail things that are really
important that the rest of us forget.

